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Abstract. The exceptionally high luminosities of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), gradually emerging as extremely useful probes
of star formation, make them promising tools for exploration of the high-redshift Universe. Here we present a carefully selected
sample of Swift GRBs, intended to estimate in an unbiased way the GRB mean redshift (zmean), constraints on the fraction of
high-redshift bursts and an upper limit on the fraction of heavily obscured afterglows. We find that zmean = 2.8 and that at least
7% of GRBs originate at z > 5. In addition, consistent with pre-Swift observations, at most 20% of afterglows can be heavily
obscured. The redshift distribution of the sample is qualitatively consistent with models where the GRB rate is proportional
to the star formation rate in the Universe. We also report optical, near-infrared and X-ray observations of the afterglow of
GRB 050814, which was seen to exhibit very red optical colours. By modelling its spectral energy distribution we find that
z = 5.3 ± 0.3. The high mean redshift of GRBs and their wide redshift range clearly demonstrates their suitability as efficient
probes of galaxies and the intergalactic medium over a significant fraction of the history of the Universe.
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1. Introduction
The potential of long-duration (>2 s) gamma-ray bursts
(GRBs) as probes of the high-redshift Universe has long been
recognised. The immense luminosities of the bursts, coupled
with their origin in the core collapse of massive stars (Hjorth et
al. 2003a; Stanek et al. 2003) and γ-ray penetration through
dust, suggests a variety of intriguing applications. Much ef-
fort has been directed into the use of bursts for studying star
formation (e.g. Fruchter et al. 1999; Christensen et al. 2004;
Tanvir et al. 2004; Jakobsson et al. 2005a), as backlights for
exploring high-redshift galaxies and the intergalactic medium
(e.g. Vreeswijk et al. 2004; Jakobsson et al. 2004a) and even as
probes of cosmological parameters (e.g. Ghirlanda et al. 2004;
Mo¨rtsell & Sollerman 2005). Although the GRB population
observed until the end of 2004 had enabled much progress in
the field, it was widely expected that the launch of Swift, and
the subsequent order of magnitude increase in the number of
GRBs open to detailed study, would allow further insight into
the high-redshift Universe (Gehrels et al. 2004). Indeed, the
ability of Swift to locate and follow-up a fainter burst popu-
lation than was previously possible (Berger et al. 2005b) has
allowed more distant bursts to be studied. The mean redshift
of pre-Swift bursts was zmean = 1.4, while bursts discovered by
Swift now have zmean = 2.8, including the first burst to have
been discovered with z > 6, GRB 050904 at z = 6.29 (Haislip
et al. 2005; Kawai et al. 2005; Price et al. 2005; Tagliaferri et
al. 2005: Watson et al. 2005b).
High-redshift bursts, whose afterglows may already be faint
due to the large luminosity distance1 (e.g. GRB 020124: Berger
et al. 2002; Hjorth et al. 2003b) are rendered essentially invis-
1 However, due to time dilation, little decrease is expected in the
spectral energy flux in a given frequency band and at a fixed time of
observation after the GRB with increasing redshift (Lamb & Reichart
2000).
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ible at optical wavelengths for z > 6 due to hydrogen opac-
ity when the redshifted Lyα break sweeps through the optical
regime; an effect that is clearly seen in galaxies in the Hubble
Deep Field (e.g. Spinrad et al. 1998; Weymann et al. 1998).
Therefore, a simple diagnostic of a high-redshift burst is its ab-
sence in deep optical observations and detection in a redder
filter. Such a detection does not unambiguously fix the redshift,
since high local extinction (AV ) will also markedly reduce the
short wavelength flux. However, with multi-wavelength obser-
vations it is possible to distinguish the curved red spectrum ex-
pected for an extinguished burst, from the sharp cut-off due to
the Lyα break. This method is similar to that which has been
used successfully (and accurately) in the selection and study
of Lyman-break galaxies (Steidel & Hamilton 1992, 1993), but
in fact is likely to be even more robust thanks to the simple
power-law spectra exhibited by GRB afterglows.
In this paper we introduce an objective Swift sample, ap-
propriate for determining the zmean of GRBs, estimate the frac-
tion of high-redshift bursts and an upper limit on the fraction
of heavily obscured afterglows. We also compare the redshift
distribution of the sample to models, predicted before the avail-
ability of these results, where the GRB rate is proportional to
the star formation rate. In addition, we present optical, near-
infrared (NIR) and X-ray observations of the GRB 050814 af-
terglow and a fit to the resulting spectral energy distribution
(SED), allowing us to determine a well constrained redshift of
z = 5.3 ± 0.3.
2. Observations
GRB 050814 was discovered by the Burst Alert Telescope
(BAT) aboard the Swift satellite on 14.485 August 2005 UT
(Retter et al. 2005). The burst exhibited a slow rise and de-
cline above the background level, with a poorly constrained
t90 of 65+40
−20 s (Tueller et al. 2005). The X-ray Telescope
(XRT) slewed promptly to the location and began taking
data at ∆t = 138 s, where ∆t is the time from the onset of
the burst, revealing a fading X-ray source (Morris et al.
2005). Observations with the UV/Optical Telescope began at
∆t = 167 s but failed to reveal an optical afterglow (OA) can-
didate to a limiting magnitude of V = 20.5 mag (Blustin et al.
2005b). A marginally (2σ) detected OA candidate was reported
by Cenko (2005) based on observations at the Palomar 60-inch
telescope.
We observed the GRB 050814 XRT error circle in VRI
with the Andalucı´a Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera
(ALFOSC) on the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) at
∆t ≈ 13.5 hr. A point-like object was detected displaying a red
R − I colour, its absence in the V-band suggesting a high-
redshift origin (Jensen et al. 2005). Additional I-band imaging
was secured at the NOT using both ALFOSC and the MOSaic
CAmera (MOSCA), confirming the fading behaviour of the OA
candidate. Supplementary R-band imaging was obtained at the
Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) using the Wide Field Camera
(WFC). All the data were de-biased, flatfield corrected and
combined using standard methods. The instrumental optical
magnitudes were transformed to the Johnson photometric sys-
tem using observations of Landolt (1992) standards. The jour-
Table 1. A log of the GRB 050814 follow-up imaging obser-
vations. Limiting magnitudes are 2σ in a circular aperture with
a radius equal to the seeing. No correction for Galactic extinc-
tion has been applied to the photometry. Note that the NOT and
INT R-band filters are different, resulting in a slight magnitude
discrepancy due to the Lyα break presence in this band.
∆ta Telescope/ Magnitude Seeing Exp. time
[days] Instrument [arcsec] [s]
V-band:
0.555 NOT/ALFOSC > 25.2 0.9 3 × 300
R-band:
0.432 INT/WFC 23.09 ± 0.21 1.2 300
0.488 INT/WFC 23.09 ± 0.23 1.4 300
0.569 NOT/ALFOSC 23.42 ± 0.09 0.9 3 × 300
0.584 INT/WFC 23.09 ± 0.23 1.6 300
I-band:
0.584 NOT/ALFOSC 20.55 ± 0.04 0.9 600
1.475 NOT/ALFOSC 21.90 ± 0.08 0.8 2 × 500
20.375 NOT/MOSCA > 24.7 0.8 9 × 400
J-band:
2.769 UKIRT/UTFI 22.40 ± 0.38 0.7 64 × 30
K-band:
0.935 UKIRT/UTFI 17.60 ± 0.03 0.6 45 × 20
2.737 UKIRT/UTFI 20.02 ± 0.12 0.7 80 × 20
a Days after 14.485 August 2005 UT.
nal of the observations including the results of our photometry
is presented in Table 1.
NIR observations were pursued at the United Kingdom
Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) using the UKIRT Fast Track
Imager (UFTI) at ∆t ≈ 22 hr (K) and ∆t ≈ 66 hr (JK). The
data were pipeline processed through the ORACDR system
(Cavanagh et al. 2003) to produce flattened, dark- and sky-
subtracted mosaic images. Flux calibration was performed
against the standard star FS141.
We have also analysed the Swift/XRT observations of
GRB 050814 and used these to complement our optical/NIR
dataset. Processed event files from the archive were used
and background subtracted spectra and light curves from
Windowed Timing (WT) and Photon Counting (PC) modes
were produced in a standard way.
3. Spectral energy distribution of the afterglow
Our multiband observations of the GRB 050814 afterglow al-
lowed the construction of its SED. We extrapolated the mag-
nitudes to a common epoch, namely the nearly simultaneous
epoch of our initial VRI NOT observations (∆t = 14 hr). This
was carried out by taking into account the decay indices (as
calculated from our photometry in Table 1) αI = 1.34 ± 0.12
and αK = 2.08 ± 0.12 (Fν ∝ t−ανν−β). This discrepancy in the
decay indices implies a late time (∆t & 24 hr) rapid decay
with α > 2.08, although the sparse sampling of the light curve
means that the timing of this break is poorly constrained. It
might be the jet break, a suggestion supported by the fact that
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Fig. 1. The spectral energy distribution of the GRB 050814 af-
terglow at ∆t = 14 hr. The strong break blueward of the I-band
is too strong to be readily explained by reddening alone and
is best fit by the presence of the Lyα break at z = 5.3. The
solid curve is a fit to the data at that redshift. The dashed line
shows the spectral slope expected from a synchrotron emission
in the fireball model with β = 1. The filter response functions
are also shown. The horizontal error bars represent the FWHM
of each filter. The V-band upper limit is 2σ. The inset shows
the VRIJK observations (filled squares) along with the X-ray
spectrum (filled triangles) at ∆t = 14 hr. The dashed line is the
same β = 1 slope as in the main panel.
the XRT light curve displays a break at approximately 28 hr
with a pre-break slope of αX = 0.58 ± 0.05. We have used αX
to obtain lower limits on the extrapolated JK fluxes.
The SED is shown in Fig. 1, where we have corrected
the observed data points for foreground (Galactic) extinction
using the reddening maps of Schlegel et al. (1998), giving
E(B − V) = 0.028 mag at that position on the sky. We note
that the flux from the host galaxy has not been subtracted.
However, the host is faint enough (I > 24.7 mag) that it
should contribute less than 2% of the flux at the epoch
we are exploring. The SED has a strong break blueward of
the I-band, exhibiting colours of I − K = 3.44 ± 0.29 mag and
R − I = 2.87 ± 0.10 mag, corresponding to spectral slopes of
βIK = 1.78 ± 0.12 and βRI = 11.70 ± 0.04, respectively. The
latter value is unreasonable for GRB afterglows, implying an
electron energy power-law index more than ten times higher
than normally observed. Even in the case of high AV , such steep
slopes cannot be obtained (see below and also Reichart 2001).
The most likely explanation for the steep break observed is
due to the presence of the Lyα break at a redshift of 5 < z < 6.
To provide a more robust estimate of the GRB 050814 redshift
we fit the available photometry at different redshifts, allowing
for a range in β and AV modelled using the parametrization
of Calzetti et al. (2000). The models of Madau (1995) pro-
vide the average hydrogen opacity as a function of redshift.
Figure 2 shows the minimum χ2 for each redshift step plot-
ted against redshift; the best fit is obtained for z = 5.3 ± 0.3
and is shown in Fig. 1. However, we are only able to ob-
Fig. 2. The calculated χ2 as a function of the GRB 050814 red-
shift. Low redshifts are ruled out by the data and cannot be
fit by extinction. Very high z > 7 redshifts are ruled out by the
presence of the afterglow in the I-band. The best fit redshift, in-
dicated by the vertical dashed line, is z = 5.3 although a range
of redshifts from 5.0 < z < 5.6 have similar χ2 values.
tain weak constraints on β and AV . Fixing β = 1.0, a typical
value for GRB afterglows, results in a best fit of a restframe
AV = 0.9 mag and an unchanged redshift. This AV is margin-
ally higher than has been inferred from the SEDs of pre-Swift
bursts with bright OAs (AV = 0.09 mag in GRB 000301C:
Jensen et al. 2001; AV = 0.18 mag in GRB 000926: Fynbo et al.
2001; AV = 0.08 mag in GRB 011211: Jakobsson et al. 2003;
AV < 0.20 mag in GRB 020124: Hjorth et al. 2003b; AV =
0.26 mag in GRB 021004: Holland et al. 2003; AV < 0.50 mag
in GRB 030323: Vreeswijk et al. 2004; AV = 0.34 mag in
GRB 030429: Jakobsson et al. 2004a) but is a necessary con-
sequence of the red I − K colour. The extrapolated β = 1.0
line, normalized for AV = 0.9 mag, slightly overestimates the
predicted X-ray flux (inset of Fig. 1), indicating that β is a bit
steeper; β = 1.1 would make the X-ray data fall on the line.
Since the best fit X-ray spectral index is consistent with the
assumed optical/NIR one, a cooling break between the optical
and X-rays can be ruled out.
We have also explored whether the observed SED could be
explained by a lower redshift and a large extinction assuming
the three extinction laws given by Pei (1992) for the Milky Way
(MW), Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and Small Magellanic
Cloud (SMC). This was done in the following way. We have
calculated the observed E(R − I) ≡ AR − AI = 2.41 ± 0.10 mag
based on β = 1.0 (see above). By (blue)shifting the R and I fil-
ters along the aforementioned extinction laws, we can estimate
which redshifts produce the observed E(R−I). Using these red-
shifts we can then compute the predicted E(I−K) and compare
to the observed value of 0.88± 0.29 mag. In every case the pre-
dicted values are E(I−K) > 3.0 mag, implying that none of the
extinction laws can give rise to the observed SED at a low red-
shift. In other words, the spectral break between the observed
R- and I-bands combined with the shallower slope between I
and K is inconsistent with the MW, SMC and LMC extinction
laws at any lower redshift. Dust close to the GRB site might
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Table 2. A list of all long-duration GRBs which have a Galactic extinction AGalV < 0.5 mag, a declination between −70◦ and +70◦,
and are localised with the Swift/XRT after 1 March 2005. Here θSun is the Sun-to-field distance, θMoon the Moon-to-field distance
and IMoon the Moon illumination at the time the burst occurred. For a burst detected in the optical but without a reported redshift,
an upper redshift limit is estimated based on the filter it is detected in. References are [1] Kelson & Berger (2005); [2] Berger &
Mulchaey (2005); [3] Fynbo et al. (2005a); [4] Watson et al. (2005a); [5] Rol et al. (2005); [6] Cenko et al. (2005b); [7] Cenko et
al. (2005a); [8] Berger et al. (2005a); [9] Foley et al. (2005); [10] Berger & Becker (2005); [11] Tanvir et al. (2005); [12] Poole
et al. (2005); [13] Starling et al. (2005); [14] Blustin et al. (2005a); [15] Fynbo et al. (2005b); [16] This work; [17] Prochaska et
al. (2005); [18] Fynbo et al. (2005c); [19] Kawai et al. (2005); [20] Fugazza et al. (2005); [21] Bloom (2005); [22] Jakobsson et
al. (2005b).
GRB z AGalV θSun θMoon IMoon Ref. GRB z AGalV θSun θMoon IMoon Ref.
[mag] [deg] [deg] [%] [mag] [deg] [deg] [%]
050315 1.95 0.16 59 114 24 1 050730 3.97 0.17 84 150 31 13
050318 1.44 0.06 64 83 52 2 050801 < 2.0 0.32 82 127 15 14
050319 3.24 0.04 132 44 61 3 050802 1.71 0.07 79 102 9 15
050401 2.90 0.22 122 36 62 4 050803 0.25 136 113 4
050406 < 3.5 0.07 59 58 10 5 050814 5.3 0.09 99 74 60 16
050412 0.07 159 121 11 050819 0.40 132 59 99
050416A 0.65 0.10 145 69 44 6 050820A 2.61 0.15 147 34 100 17
050502Ba < 8.5 0.10 98 177 42 7 050822 0.05 105 63 93
050505 4.27 0.07 90 130 13 8 050824 0.83 0.12 129 17 77 18
050525 0.61 0.32 121 57 98 9 050904 6.29 0.21 143 145 0 19
050603 2.82 0.09 56 39 15 10 050908 3.34 0.08 146 151 16 20
050714B 0.18 67 25 44 050915A < 13.0 0.09 93 109 86 21
050716 < 8.0 0.37 108 125 64 11 050922B 0.12 171 57 80
050726 < 5.0 0.21 88 147 73 12 050922C 2.20 0.34 138 93 80 22
a The OA was detected in I but not V , suggesting a high redshift (Cenko et al. 2005a).
not follow these extinction laws, for example due to dust be-
ing destroyed by the prompt radiation of the GRB itself (e.g.
Perna et al. 2003). However, that would tend to produce greyer
dust (small grains being preferentially removed), thus reducing
rather than increasing the amount of reddening.
The X-ray limits on NH from the XRT also support a high-
redshift origin for the red optical/NIR SED, by providing an
upper limit on the possible absorbing extragalactic oxygen col-
umn density along the line of sight. The values of NH we de-
rive from the fitting process are sensitive to the fit at low en-
ergies. We have used ancillary response files for the WT mode
data, generated by xrtmkarf with “inarffile=NONE”, which
are better at reproducing the low energy continua. The NH lim-
its using this response file are slightly higher than using the
default ancillary response.
We can then obtain a limit on AV using a Galactic em-
pirical relation stating that AV = 1 mag corresponds to NH =
1.79 × 1021 cm−2 (Predehl & Schmitt 1995). This implies that
for redshifts of z = (0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0) the respective 3σ up-
per limits on AV are (0.5, 0.8, 1.8, 3.6) mag. None of these are
large enough to simultaneously reproduce the observed R − I
and I − K colours at low redshifts.
4. The redshift distribution of Swift bursts
At the time of this writing (30 September 2005) Swift has been
operating for approximately 9 months and has detected a total
of 70 long-duration GRBs. In order to study the redshift distri-
bution of GRBs, it is important to carefully select a sample con-
taining bursts which have “observing conditions” favorable for
redshift determination. Our first criteria is small error circles,
hence the bursts have to be localised with the XRT (56 GRBs).
In addition we require the Galactic extinction in the direction to
the burst to be sufficiently small or AGalV < 0.5 mag (38 GRBs).
Thirdly, the XRT error circle should be distributed quickly for
a relatively rapid follow-up. Although the automatic slewing of
Swift was enabled in the middle of January 2005, part of the
following month was dedicated to calibration which could not
be interrupted. Therefore, we have only included bursts occur-
ring after 1 March 2005 (31 GRBs). Finally, we have rejected
(3) bursts with a declination unsuitable (above +70◦ or below
−70◦) for follow-up observations.
The sample, containing 28 GRBs, is presented in Table 2.
For each burst we have also listed the Sun-to-field distance
(θSun), the Moon-to-field distance (θMoon) and the Moon illumi-
nation at the time of the burst. This is done to examine if these
parameters affect the redshift determination significantly, e.g. a
full Moon close to a burst location. This is of course difficult
to quantify as the OA brightness also plays a part. For exam-
ple, GRB 050820A has a measured redshift even if it occurred
during a full Moon and θMoon = 34◦. Therefore, we decided not
to limit the sample further. This relatively “clean” sample has
a very high redshift recovery rate of almost 60% (16/28).
Figure 3 shows the redshift distribution of the 16 bursts
with a reported redshift in our Swift sample2. Both the mean
and the median is z ≈ 2.75, more than twice as large as the cor-
responding numbers for pre-Swift bursts (1.37 and 1.04, respec-
2 Note that the sample contains all Swift bursts with a reported red-
shift except GRB 050126 (z = 1.29).
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tively, calculated from a sample of 42 bursts). A natural expla-
nation for this increase is the lower trigger threshold of Swift
compared to previous missions, giving rise to fainter (Swift
events are on average 1.7 mag fainter in the R-band at a similar
epoch: Berger et al. 2005b) and higher redshift bursts. This is
complemented by the accurate positions provided by Swift and
the rapid response of a variety of telescopes aimed at redshift
determinations.
This Swift sample is the most uniform to date and it is of
interest to compare its redshift distribution to models predict-
ing the fraction of GRBs expected to occur at a given redshift.
Natarajan et al. (2005, hereafter N05) have modelled the ex-
pected redshift distribution for GRBs, utilising several models
including those which follow the globally averaged star for-
mation rate (model II), and those which scale according to the
average metallicity of the Universe at a given redshift (model
IV, see e.g. Fynbo et al. 2003; Fryer & Heger 2005). Gorosabel
et al. (2004, hereafter G04) have also carried out a similar ex-
ercise, where the GRB rate is assumed to be proportional to the
star formation rate. These models are plotted in Fig. 3.
It is remarkable how similar the observed Swift redshift dis-
tribution is to the model predictions. Contrary to inferences that
could be drawn from the pre-Swift redshift distribution, we can
now reason that GRBs trace star formation (see also Jakobsson
et al. 2005a). However, with the available sample and the lim-
ited flux sensitivity of the Swift/BAT for z > 5 bursts, it is cur-
rently not possible to determine if GRBs are unbiased tracers
of star formation. For example, models II and IV from N05 are
nearly indistinguishable when comparing to the relatively small
sample of 16 bursts. Note that although model II from N05 and
the G04 model both presuppose that the GRB rate is propor-
tional to the star formation rate, they use different assumptions
regarding the poorly determined GRB luminosity function and
the intrinsic spectral shape, explaining their difference in Fig. 3.
By including all the bursts in Table 2 we are able to con-
strain the number of bursts above a specific redshift. For exam-
ple, 7%–40% of the bursts are located at z > 5. The N05 and
G04 predictions are 10% and 2%, respectively, suggesting that
the GRB luminosity function parameters and/or the GRB spec-
tral index assumed in N05 might be more appropriate. Bromm
& Loeb (2005) also predict that 10% of the Swift GRBs should
originate at z > 5.
5. Discussion & Conclusions
The mean redshift of our relatively unbiased Swift sample
(zmean = 2.8) is larger than the mean redshift of sub-mm galax-
ies (zmean = 2.4: Chapman et al. 2003) and is similar to that of
Type 2 AGNs (zmean ∼ 3: Padovani et al. 2004). With two z > 5
GRBs discovered within a space of a month, and primarily
due to the spectroscopic redshift of z = 6.29 for GRB 050904
(Kawai et al. 2005), we are finally accessing the GRB high-
redshift regime. Are we starting to probe the era of Pop III
stars? If the transition between the dark ages and the era of
reionization occurred around z ≈ 6–7 (see e.g. Miralda-Escude´
2003 for a review), the answer might be positive. However,
Abel et al. (2002) have calculated that at most one massive
metal-free star forms per pre-galactic halo, and since the GRB
Fig. 3. The cumulative fraction of GRBs as a function of red-
shift for 42 pre-Swift bursts (upper stepwise curve) and 16
Swift bursts (lower stepwise curve). Overplotted are three sim-
ple models for the expectation of the redshift distribution of
GRBs: model II from N05 in which the GRB rate is propor-
tional to the star formation rate (solid curve), model IV from
N05 in which the GRB rate increases with decreasing metallic-
ity (dashed curve) and a model from G04 in which the GRB rate
is proportional to the star formation rate (dash-dotted curve).
All three models fold in the Swift/BAT flux sensitivity.
progenitor needs to be a member of a close binary system in
the collapsar scenario (e.g. Fryer et al. 1999; MacFadyen &
Woosley 1999; Zhang et al. 2004), it seems unlikely that Pop III
stars could end their lives as GRBs. Woosley & Heger (2005)
have proposed a non-binary possibility in the collapsar sce-
nario, introducing unusually rapidly rotating massive stars. It
is therefore conceivable that Pop III stars are GRB progenitors,
although it is evident that the number of unknowns is currently
too large to arrive at a concrete conclusion.
The number of GRBs without an OA in our sample, sets
a strict upper limit on the fraction of heavily dust obscured
afterglows as expected in ultraluminous infrared host galaxies
(ULIRGs). At most 20% (6/28) of the GRB hosts in the sample
can be of this nature. In fact, 5 of the non-detections only have
a relatively shallow optical limit, typically V & 19 mag (albeit
early post-burst), suggesting that the fraction is possibly lower.
This is consistent with results from sub-mm observations of
pre-Swift burst (e.g. Tanvir et al. 2004).
The sample contains GRB 050814, whose OA was partic-
ularly faint in the R-band; the observed optical to X-ray spec-
tral slope is flatter (βOX = 0.36) than expected for the fireball
model. Hence, GRB 050814 is classified as a dark burst as de-
fined by Jakobsson et al. (2004b). We have argued that this is
most likely due to the high-redshift nature (z = 5.3) of this
burst; the R − I colour is extremely red which is impossible to
explain by strong extinction given the observed I − K colour.
Indeed, a similar conclusion was proposed for GRB 980329
(Fruchter 1999).
It is clear that GRBs have now opened up a window to the
very high-redshift Universe. The emerging GRB redshift histo-
gram (Fig. 3) strongly indicates that they can be used to trace
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the star formation in the Universe over a wide redshift range
(0 . z . 7). Future instrumentation, such as the X-shooter
(D’Odorico et al. 2004), will hopefully shed light on the end of
the dark ages and the possible GRB/Pop III connection.
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